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There was reduced rainfall activities across Somalia over the last one week. Few stations in Somaliland recorded
moderate rains, including Las-Dawaco 83.5mm and Dhubato 35mm, while light rains were recorded in Dararweyne
14mm, Lughaye 14mm, Zaila 13mm and Xaji – Salah 12 mm. In Puntland Calulla station recorded 13.4mm. The rest of
the country remained either dry or received light showers.
As the Deyr season comes to the peak, more rains are required to bring to an end the current drought conditions across
Somalia.
The rainfall forecast for the next seven days indicates moderate rains across the central and southern regions of Somalia. Parts of Bay and Bakool regions will however receive
heavy rains, of up to 100mm cumulatively, within the coming week.
The northern parts of Bari and Sanaag regions will also receive heavy rains in the coming week. The rains will be
more along the coast of Bari, where cumulatively 150—
200mm of rains are expected within the next seven days.
The risk of flash floods in these areas is high, resulting from
the heavy rains.
Awdal, Woqooyi Galbeed, Togheer, Sool and Nugal regions
will be mainly dry over the forecast period. Scattered light
showers may however be experienced in few places.
The upper parts of the Ethiopian highlands are expected to
receive light rains, while the lower parts, near the Somalia
border, will receive moderate rains in the coming week.
Users are advised that this is a forecast, and there may be discrepancies between estimates and actual amounts of
rainfall received. Information on the forecast and observed river levels is updated daily and can be found on this
link: http://frrims.faoswalim.org.
River levels along Juba and Shabelle continued to decrease over the last one week. Given the rainfall forecast, the
levels in both rivers are expected to increase slightly within the coming week with no risk of flooding.
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